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Introduction
interplanetary exploration mission can be realized by smaller spacecraft

 New technologies, particularly in the

area of telecommunication, navigation,
instruments, and propulsion systems,
open

new

possibilities

for

smaller

satellites’ applications in interplanetary
exploration missions.
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Introduction
 In the future, some interplanetary

exploration
implemented

mission
by

can

be

means

of

MicroSats and CubeSats, with the
improvements in low cost, highly
reliable,

available,

and

space

qualified electronics.
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Introduction
 My presentation will take lunar communication relay mission as a

example to discuss the possible application of MicroSat and NanoSat in
interplanetary exploration.
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South Pole ---- Next objective
 After

lunar

nearside

and

farside

landing

exploration mission, the south pole of the Moon
will be the next objective for robotic exploration
mission.
 Since the lunar poles and lunar far side have

minimal to no direct access to Earth, it is
impossible

to

effectively

communicate

and

navigate with surface landers and rovers in these
areas

of

the

Moon

without

a

dedicated

communication relay and navigation spacecraft.
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MicroSat for Lunar South Pole Relay Mission
 In order to support future lunar south pole

exploration missions, a communications and
navigation small satellite system concept is
under studied in our company.
 Based

on ever maturing micro and nano

satellite technology, this relay and navigation
satellite design can be implemented at low
cost and short development time.
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MicroSat for Lunar South Pole Relay Mission
 The total mass of the spacecraft is only

about 50kg. The design concept is a 3axis

stabilized

spacecraft

that

can

support forward and return links with
lunar

surface

assets,

as

well

as

navigation and location.
 This satellite has very flexible pointing

control mode, the high gain antenna can
be pointing to lunar surface assets and
to the Earth ground station.
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MicroSat for Lunar South Pole Relay Mission

 X

band

will

be

used

for

both

communication relay links and the links
between spacecraft and Earth.
 A high gain parabolic antenna with one

meter

aperture

communication

relay

was
link

used

for

with

lunar

surface elements and the science data
down link to Earth.
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MicroSat for Lunar South Pole Relay Mission
 The relay data rate from lunar surface

assets is 2Mbps and down link data rate
from satellite to Earth stations is also
2Mbps.
 Four-way ranging technique will be used

to provide high precision location and
navigation information for lunar surface
elements.
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MicroSat for Lunar South Pole Relay Mission
 An inclined elliptical frozen orbit will be

used for the spacecraft. It enables a
communication link to be established
from the spacecraft to any surface
element in the southern hemisphere for
over 8.5 hours.
 If longer coverage time is needed, a

constellation with three spacecraft can
be used. The three spacecraft can
provide

100%

continuous,

two-fold

South Pole coverage.
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MicroSat for Lunar South Pole Relay Mission
 The spacecraft would be launched together with the lander and the

rovers. It would begin a trans-lunar injection after separation from the
launch vehicle.
 A series of course correction burns would be performed to ensure

spacecraft would reach the Moon’s gravitational field. Then through
several capture burns to enter a highly elliptical frozen mission orbit
with

an

12

hours

period.

The

total

delta-V

requirement

is

approximately 700 m/s. It will be provided by green ADN propulsion
system.
 The spacecraft would operate in this orbit for a nominal 3 year

mission. Because of little orbit station-keeping requirement in this
mission orbit, it is possible to extend lifetime of spacecraft.
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CubeSat for Lunar South Pole Relay Mission
 CubeSats have the potential to provide a means

to explore deep space and to carry out scientific
experiments in an more affordable way.
 Cubesat class spacecraft also provide possibility

for the future Lunar South Pole communication
relay mission.
 Nevertheless, the CubeSat only have very limited

communication capability.
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CubeSat for Lunar South Pole Relay Mission
 In

order to use a CubeSat to realize this
communication relay mission, some revolutionary
technology advancements have to be achieved in
the future.
 High efficency propulsion
 High gain deployable antenna
 High efficency transponder
 High data rate transmissions
 High efficiency power
 High accuracy attitude control

 All above capabilities must be developed in

miniaturized and lightweight way, and can fits
in a constrained and limited volume of
CubeSats.
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Lunar Relay Mission Comparison




Small satellite with 500kg mass
High performance for relay service




Based on mature technology
Long life and high reliability
High cost













100Mbps from lunar surface assets
100Mbps to ground stations
Real time relay

Micro satellite with 50kg mass
limited performance for relay service




Some new technology
Not very long life and medium reliability
Low cost









2Mbps from lunar surface assets
2Mbps to ground stations
No real time relay
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Nano satellite with 5~10kg mass
Very limited relay capability




<1Mbps from lunar surface assets
<1Mbps to ground stations
No real time relay

Based on future technology
Short life and high risk
Very low cost

DFHSat’s Expertise in Small Satellites
DFH Satellite Co., Ltd. ( DFHSat)
 Established in 2001, DFHSat is mainly engaged
in system R&D, design, integration and in-orbit
support of small satellites.
 DFHSat can provide the most effective and
integrated solutions for remote sensing, space
exploration,
communication,
technology
demonstration and other kinds of missions.
 Based on developed platform, DFHSat has
completed more than 60 small satellites’
development and delivery.
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DFHSat’s Expertise in Small Satellites
DFHSat’s Platforms and their Applications

Optical
Remote sensing

CAST3000

Microwave
Remote sensing

CAST968

Communication
and Relay

CAST2000

Space Science

CAST100

Technical
Demonstration

Nano Platform

On-orbit
servicing
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DFHSat’s Expertise in Small Satellites
DFHSat’s Micro-satellites
 Video micro-satellite is a commercial remote
sensing satellite developed for Orbita Company
aims for providing Internet+ remote sensing
application service for specific users.
Launch date

June , 2017

Orbit

550km altitude, 43˚inclination

Mass

50kg

Payloads
Operation life

 CMOS video color camera
2m resolution with 8km×6km swath
 Downlink data rate: 80Mbps
More than 1 years
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DFHSat’s Expertise in Small Satellites
DFHSat’s Pico and Nano-satellites
APoD Satellite Constellation (XW-2), which
includes one pico-satellite, one nanosatellite and two onboard sub-satellites.
 Multiple scientific payload are distributed to
different satellites, constituting a “virtual
spacecraft”
 Integrating SRL,VLBI and GNSS technology for
orbit determination

Launch date

September 20, 2015

Platform

Nano platform/Pico platform

Mass

25kg/3kg
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DFHSat’s Expertise in Small Satellites
DFHSat’s involvement in Lunar mission
CE-4 Relay Satellite, is the first spacecraft
operating on Earth-Moon L2 Halo orbit, to provide
communication relay support for the Chinese
Chang’e 4 lunar farside landing exploration
mission.
Launch date May, 2018
Platform

CAST100

Mass

425kg

GNC

 3-axis stabilized attitude control
 Hydrazine propulsion system
 Providing thrust up to 130 N

Payloads

 Communication relay equipment
for the lander and the rover
 low frequency radio astronomy
measurement instrument
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Conclusion
 Over the past years the interplanetary mission has experienced
significant technological change. New technologies offer new capabilities
and new possibility.
 Smaller spacecraft (MicroSats or NanoSats) can play more and more
important role in planetary mission.
 With continuous technology innovation, in the future, the CubeSats may
accomplish high-priority planetary science mission.
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!

